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Time That Remains
Three Days Grace

-------------------------------------------------------
Ok, I just can play this chords from the vid 

www.youtube.com/watch?v=HHQNqQes4f4&list=FLFI8l1OqEvLLBTvxFeUiXqA&index=1&featur
e=plpp_video , 
If someone know another chord please send me a mail to car_panter@hotmail.com or

just in the comments 
btw sorry for the bad english :\

------------------------------------------------
           Three Days Grace
           Transit Of Venus
           Time That Remains
-----------------------------------------

Dont do as I have done
Win where I have lost
Have where I have none
Dont let your demons drive
Theyll just steer you wrong
You wont get out alive

 A
Cause you cant unlive the pain

Asus4
You cant rewind to yesterday

Bm   
You might never find your place

D
In the time that remains

A
So if tomorrow never comes

Asus
From living fast and dyin young

Bm
I hope the best is yet to come

D
In the time that remains for you...



Dont get me wrong
The mistakes Ive made along the way
Made me who I am today
The time is gonna come
Youll wake up and realize
Just how fast your life goes by

A
Cause you cant unlive the pain

Asus4
You cant rewind to yesterday

Bm   
You might never find your place

D
In the time that remains

A
So if tomorrow never comes

Asus
From living fast and dyin young

Bm
I hope the best is yet to come

D
In the time that remains for you

G
Uhhhh

Dm
Uhhhhh

A
Cause you cant unlive the pain

Asus4
You cant rewind to yesterday

Bm   
You might never find your place

D
In the time that remains

A
So if tomorrow never comes



Asus
From living fast and dyin young

Bm
I hope the best is yet to come

D                            Bm
In the time that remains for you....

D
In the time that remains

Bm                  D
For You...............

Bm    D
Oooohhhh....

D 
The time that Remains

Bm     D
Oooohhhh....

D                     Dm   
The time that Reamins.....

Any corrections please tell me or the another chords please! 
I just want play this amazing song >:D


